Copyright Release Information

A copyright release is a document written by a copyright holder allowing you to use their copyrighted work in a specified way. It is important that you tell the copyright holder that you would like to use their information in a presentation to the national conference of PAs and if you plan to include it as part of your electronic handout that it will be posted online for conference registrants.

The following are two sites that will provide you with additional information regarding copyright and how to get a release:

- Stanford University Libraries Copyright & Fair Use: http://fairuse.stanford.edu/overview/introduction/Getting-Permission/
- Wikipedia How to Write a Copyright Release: http://www.wikihow.com/Write-a-Copyright-Release

Copyright Release Attestation

Complete the following online link for each CME session: https://www.formsite.com/aapa/copyrightrelease/index.html

Copyright Release Attestations due April 11, 2019.